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     Milk output is seasonally increasing in the upper Midwest, but temperature increases have

     given some contacts pause on how long they expect increases to last. This week has given

     some Midwestern farms temperatures at or near 90 degrees. Forecasts, though, are cooling off

     into the weekend. Still, if those summer temperatures return shortly, they could shorten

     spring yield increases posthaste, particularly, as farmers are reporting first quarter

     records in regards to strong component levels, primarily butterfat upticks. Class I demand

     continues to decline, as school districts have cooled down their bottle orders. Cheesemakers

     are picking up the slack, though, as the past two weeks have been very busy on spot milk

     trades into Class III plants. Last week was particularly busy. Although they were a little

     quieter this week, Class III spot milk trading remains busier than most of the year.

     Discounts are still the majority of prices being reported, but again this week there were

     overages of $.50 reported, as location continues to play a big part. Contacts agree that if

     cheese production were at full clip, as employee and supply chain shortages continue to

     hinder some operations, milk would be atypically tight during flush. That said, milk prices

     are currently nearly identical to last year's prices during week 19, which were $2.50 under

     to flat market. Cream has tightened up week to week. Central region producers, who are able

     to, are looking to Western region sources, as local sources are becoming limited. Busy churn

     production at neighboring plants, in conjunction with seasonal upticks in ice cream

     production, are pushing more cream multiples into the 1.30s from 1.20s of previous weeks.

     Price Range - Class III Milk; $/CWT; Spot Basis: -2.50 - .50

     Trade Activity: Active

     Midwestern U.S., F.O.B. Cream

     Multiples Range - All Classes:               1.2700 - 1.3600

     Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:      3.4418 - 3.6006

     Multiples Range - Class II:                  1.3000 - 1.3600

     Information for the period May 9 - 13, 2022, issued weekly

     Published by:

     Dairy Market News - Madison, WI

     ISRAEL WEBER, 608-422-8601

     Email: israel.weber@usda.gov

     Additional Dairy Market News Information:

     Dairy Market News (DMN) by Phone: (608)422-8602

     DMN Website: https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/dairy

     DMN MARS (My Market News): https://mymarketnews.ams.usda.gov


